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About This Game

After falling asleep in the cinema, you wake up in a movie you've seen so many times before. Use your detective skills to solve
the mystery of the missing film crew and finish the movie. There are strange sound waves that appear to be keeping everyone

trapped in this cryptic world.
Maybe these sound waves are your way out! Explore the diverse world of Shutterville, inspired by horror B-movies.

More than 80 game scenes

21 mini games

New silhouette matching mode

Original soundtrack
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Title: Showing Tonight: Mindhunters Incident
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
phime studio LLC
Publisher:
phime studio LLC
Release Date: 12 Nov, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, 7, 8.1, 10

Processor: 2GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9 GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 1 GB available space
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Pretty boring game. More suited for phones.. while i think the game is a good good with a great concept, it doesn't have the
player base. Also it doesn't have any singleplayer which would be very helpful for a game with no players.. Short, sweet, and
satisfying! I enjoyed this beautifully eclectic game in its beta form and am happy to see how it has evolved.. It's a standalone to
BIA: Road to Hill 30, way more harder in my opinion. But you also get new weapons and equipment in this game. It's equivelant
to the story and it continues a little bit further. This time you'll play as Hartsock from Baker's squad and continue push from D-
Day to St.Sauveur.

FG42 <3. Great game 8/10

It's very fun to just drive around and destroy crap! But, it has some running problems. You need much better specs, than it
recommends.. Nostalgia from childhood! Great game with great story.. installed it and waste a few minutes of my life.
uninstalled.

better get a book and read.. its amazing. Get it...but don't keep it. Nice game overall, worth playing.
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Some guy trew a rock at me and killed me.
10/10

Also the first ever fps I ever played on PC :). The game does not work properly, we got to the end of the first level and one of
the players glitched out and was unable to interact with the final item. This player was then unable to drop out and we wern't
able to complete the level. There is also a weird issue with jumping, it just doesn't work you press jump and the charater crawls
forward, which in a platformer game is a bit of an issue.. a long time player of thiss game on xp so figured id give it a try on
win7 to may dismay i couldn't even run it
but there is hope for the windows 8.1 users this game runs good. !!! WHAT A GOD AWFUL GAME STAY AWAY !!!
!!! WHAT A GOD AWFUL GAME STAY AWAY !!!
!!! WHAT A GOD AWFUL GAME STAY AWAY !!!

Nice idea, just horrible setup. Insane music, damn difficult, no explanation, bad port, bugged. Very tempting though.... While I
cannot recommend this Unity asset reliant game right now, it could be a fun game with some more attention to making the game
more user friendly and fixing some of the bugs and issues...

You can watch my First Play on Launch Day video HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=q6lB-T3kFc0&feature=youtu.be

Not Recommended as it stands on today the launch day, but if the developers shows he\/she cares enough to put out some
updates to improve the game, then perhaps I'll give this game another look in the future.
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